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ABSTRACT
The NASA Office of the Chief Technologist’s (OCT) Small Spacecraft Technology Program
(SSPT) has sponsored a 24-month, $11M project called Edison Demonstration of SmallSat
Networks (EDSN). The goals of EDSN are to demonstrate a swarm of small, inexpensive
satellites with novel on-orbit communications capabilities, and to demonstrate their suitability as
a future platform for distributed Space Weather or other scientific measurements that require
distributed, multipoint, time-synchronized measurements in low Earth orbit (LEO).
EDSN will demonstrate the unique capabilities that a swarm of nanosatellites has to offer, both
as a platform for distributed science data acquisition, and as a means of cost and risk reduction
by virtue of being a functionally distributed system-of-systems. EDSN will demonstrate
advanced communications, including cross-satellite ad-hoc data communications network, for
extremely flexible data correlation and distribution, simplified operations, and efficient downlink
of swarm data. EDSN will support a science instrument payload capable of measuring “space
weather” data that, when combined with data taken from other members of the satellite swarm,
can yield spatially and temporality correlated data maps impossible to acquire from a single
satellite. Finally, EDSN will investigate the utility of commercial, off-the-shelf electronics (such
as consumer grade smart phone for avionics) for use as capable, yet very inexpensive satellite
components. The EDSN technologies will be validated during a planned 60-day operations
period.
I. BACKGROUND

spectrum
(http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/i
ndex.html).

The NASA Office of the Chief
Technologist (OCT) was established in
2010 to help develop and drive the
necessary technologies that NASA
requires now and in the future to meet its
mission goals.
OCT does this via
investments via the OCT Space
Technology Program (STP), which
funds and manages 9 technology
programs that span the entire
Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
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One of the 9 STP programs is
specifically focused on small spacecraft,
and their utility in supporting NASA’s
science and exploration missions. The
Small Spacecraft Technology Program
(SSTP)
funds
both
technology
development projects (TRL 3-5) and
flight demonstration missions (TRL 5-7)
to exploit the advantages of small
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spacecraft for the benefit of NASA’s
science and exploration missons. During
the development process and especially
following flight test, SSTP works with
infusion partners to transition these
technologies
into
operational
applications.
(http://www.nasa.gov/smallsats).
Due to their smaller size and mass, small
spacecraft can usually be launched as
rideshare payloads for a reasonable cost.
This provides technology developers
with opportunities to gain critical data
and experience on novel space
technologies rapidly. In addition, small
spacecraft also represent unique
architectures and new methods in which
to perform space missions. Finally, their
low cost and relative ease of launch also
make small spacecraft ideal technology
test platforms.

components (i.e., smallsats), mission
designers can exploit the flexibility and
redundancy features that a collection of
spacecraft enables. Finally, if individual
satellite production costs can be driven
to very modest value, then mission
designers can implement system
solutions at a very different point on the
cost-risk curve from traditional mission
design - enabling a very capable, reliable
system of spacecraft to be realized with
managed risk and at lower cost.
The OCT Program, therefore, intends to
investigate the basic questions that must
be addressed in order for such a swarm
of spacecraft to be deployed and used as
a keystone of a space architecture:
a) What are the critical factors and
issues associated with launching
and operating a relatively large
number of spacecraft?
b) How can advanced, on-orbit
satellite
communications
techniques enable improved, more
efficient and novel operations and
data acquisition/transmission?
c) How can large numbers of
spacecraft be produced, launched,
and operated at affordable costs?
d) And finally, what are the technical
challenges and issues with
operating and managing a number
of spacecraft in coordinated
fashion?

OCT has initiated its first project, called
Edison Demonstration of SmallSat
Networks (EDSN), to demonstrate
solutions to many SmallSat needs.
EDSN will demonstrate a large swarm of
advanced, yet affordable, consumer
electronics-based nanosatellites that
enable a wide array of future scientific,
commercial, academic, and defense
applications.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE NEED
Traditional satellite architectures have
consisted of a very capable, single
spacecraft that makes measurements and
collects data during the course of its
orbit. Fractionating this model into a
number of co-orbiting spacecraft enables
simultaneous measurements over a large
area and time domain. This capability
has interest within the Earth observation
and space weather communities.
Further, by distributing the functions of
the space system over a number of
Cockrell

These four technical challenges shall be
considered here in detail.
a) Why a Satellite Swarm?
Consider a “swarm” of satellites as an
array of any number – from a few, to a
few hundred – of satellites that cooperate
as an integrated system, to achieve a
common purpose. The ability to operate
a coordinated “swarm” of satellites in
low earth orbit (LEO) opens the door to
2
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many possibilities, presently impractical
by a single conventional, “monolithic”
satellite. A swarm of satellites can make
synchronized
measurements
to
characterize such things as atmospheric
conditions,
or
“space
weather”
(electromagnetic fields driven by solar
radiation) measurements simultaneously
over a dispersed area. A single satellite
is unable to do this. In the future,
controlled swarms can serve as “sparse
aperture”
antennas,
measuring
electromagnetic fields with high
resolution by acting in concert,
performing the job together that
otherwise a very large single dish
antenna would need to do.

A swarm of satellites offers another
advantage: flying multiple spacecraft
enables
risk
mitigation
through
redundancy and distribution of functions
in such a way that the system fails
gracefully should a small percentage of
spacecraft be lost to random processes or
events like radiation effects or single
event upsets (SEUs)
Swarms of science platform spacecraft
have been limited to quantities of 2 or 3
to-date, due to the heretofore very high
cost of building, deploying and operating
a swarm. The COSMIC space weather
mission included 6 microsats, but cost
on the order of $100M. EDSN will
change all that.
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b) Need for Advanced Communications
Communications between satellites –
called “crosslinks” - enables satellites to
share data and distribute tasks, and to
aggregate data and downlink it to ground
stations in a much more efficient way.
Although purpose-built communications
satellites such as the Iridium network are
currently capable of on orbit crosslinks,
science platform spacecraft have not
been able to employ this capability – let
alone in a satellite package as small as a
CubeSat.
c) Can Reliability and Performance be
Achieved at Low Cost?
The conventional approach to space
missions is, in our opinion, costly partly
because of the extremely high demands
for reliability. After all, once launched a
spacecraft (generally) can’t be serviced
should
something
go
wrong.
Expectation for excellent performance is
extremely high. Valuable scientific or
exploration investigations involving the
work of perhaps hundreds of scientists
and engineers, and the expectations of
the general public, are at stake. Its no
wonder NASA make so much
investment in the careful design,
selection and screening of parts,
precision
and
documentation
of
assembly and integration, and the design
of rigorous functional and environmental
test and meticulous recording of their
results, before a spacecraft is launched.
In short, the conventional approach to
space missions is risk adverse.
The EDSN will explore an alternative
approach to achieving high-quality
mission results, but an approach that
very cost effective because manages
risks from a different path. Its an
approach that instead of investing
everything on the performance of a
3
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single, extremely costly spacecraft, it
takes advantage of spreading the
responsibility for mission results across
many
low
cost,
mass-produced
spacecraft. In this approach the system
can still perform at very predictable and
acceptable levels, while allowing for the
possibility of a small proportion of the
spacecraft to either be discarded or reworked before launch, or to even
occasionally fail on-orbit.
In other
words, the EDSN approach maintains
high performance at much reduced cost
because it is a risk tolerant approach.
The way to do this is to drive the cost of
individual satellites, and their operation,
to an unprecedented low level.
This approach can be illustrated with an
analogy: in the previous century, the
need for a public time reference was so
vital to commerce and navigation that
cities saw it as essential to support a
class of engineers, technicians, founders,
architects, that could support a town
clock. Think of Big Ben for example. A
century later, a commonly-agreed upon
time reference is considered no less
vital; however technological advances
have occurred such that every citizen can
afford to wear a very accurate – and
fashionable - time piece on their wrist.
Furthermore, should an individual forget
to replace the battery in their wristwatch,
they can simply ask the time from
person next to them. This very low-cost,
highly reliable yet risk tolerant,
distributed approach to providing vital
functions is the approach of EDSN to its
space mission.
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Fig.1 The 1.5U EDSN Nanosatellite
Can Be Manufactured Very
Inexpensively
The smallsat community typically
doesn’t manufacture more than a few (if
not just one) spacecraft for a particular
mission.
This high degree of
customization is a contributor to high
mission costs.
d) Mission Design and Operations
Challenges Posed by a Swarm
Launch and deployment of a large (>8)
number of spacecraft also has some
associated issues, such as deployment
sequence and swarm geometry over
time, that must be understood and
overcome.
Since small, low cost
spacecraft cannot afford the mass and
volume for propulsion systems, the
initial state of the spacecraft deployment
sequence is critical to the eventual
geometry of the swarm over time.
Merely scaling up the capability to
operate and control the spacecraft in
accordance with the number of the
spacecraft in orbit is not a cost-effective
or sustainable method to fly the swarm.
Some level of automation and related
technologies must be considered and
adopted.
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III. THE EDSN SOLUTION
The EDSN mission is designed, after a
brisk tempo development phase, to
demonstrate
a
system-of-systems
solution that satisfies all four needs
discussed above and enables new kinds
of science missions in a game-changing
low cost/managed risk paradigm.
EDSN is comprised of a swarm of
CubeSat nanosatellites made of low-cost
components derived from the PhoneSat
2.0 bus. EDSN will be operated from
the NASA Ames Research Center
Mission Operations Center (MOC) via a
single ground station at University of
Santa Clara. Each EDSN nanosat has a
smartphone on board, to test open source
software and investigate the viability of
a Command and Data Handling (C&DH)
system made out of consumer-grade
electronics. Each EDSN nanosat also
has a single transceiver for both on-orbt
cross-links and ground station downlinks, and each contains a science
payload called the Energetic Particle
Integrating Space Environment Monitor
(EPISEM) procured from the Montana
State University.
Details of the EDSN swarm design,
communications solution, cost savings
approach, and science demonstration
follow.
a) EDSN Deployment and Swarm
Solution
The EDSN satellite swarm is 8 to 12 (the
final number depending on launch
vehicle
constraints)
identical
nanosatellites based on the CubeSat
form factor, 1.5U in size. The EDSN
swarm is loosely arranged – that is,
although spacing between satellites is
arranged by careful deployment in orbit
to keep satellites in relatively close
proximity, in known positions but
Cockrell

without controlled location management
using propulsion (as in a satellite
constellation like Iridium).
Currently negotiations are underway to
secure a launch opportunity for EDSN as
a secondary payload for a 3rd quarter
2013 launch to 450km orbit. EDSN
would use an adapter with at least 2, 6U
canister NASA Ames Nanosat Launch
Adapter System (NLAS) deployment
mechanisms, capable of deploying at
least 8 EDSN satellites. Since EDSN
satellites are 1.5U, four satellites would
be stowed in each NLAS canister (two
per 3U POD).

Fig 2. Data Aggregation Increases
Downlink Efficiency
Deployment would be sequenced with
pairs of NLAS canisters dispensing two
satellites each in opposite directions
from the launch vehicle upper stage, at
angles orthogonal to the orbit plane.
Pairs are dispensed at perhaps 20-second
intervals until all EDSN satellites are
deployed. Detailed STK models show
that dispensing the satellites in this way
yields two (if 8 EDSN nanosats are
deployed) or three (if 12 EDSN nanosats
are deployed) clusters of 4 nanosats
each, that will stay in relatively (under
5
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20 km) close proximity for the duration
of the 60 day mission operations. When
inserted in orbit this way, the EDSN
satellites, having no propulsion for
station keeping, do remain close enough
to use the MicroHard for cross-link
communications on orbit, yet are
geographically dispersed enough for
useful distributed multipoint science data
taking. At odds with the need to manage
deployments that maintain cluster
formations is the need to avoid any
harmful satellite recontact.

opportunity can be used to downlink the
maximum amount of data available from
multiple nanosats. This approach can
greatly reduce the effort to support
cluster-oriented missions.

The EDSN innovative communication
solutions include network-based inter
nanosat links that forward data to an
aggregator satellite which in turn
downlinks all collected data to the
ground station. In this way, each pass

The communications capability consists
of two different modes of operation, an
inter-satellite link, a space to ground
link. The inter-satellite link allows high
data rate communications between any
satellites within a given maximum range
of each other, useful for clusters with
nanosats located within reasonable
proximity (~ 20 Km) sufficient for
supporting numerous cluster geometries.
The second communication system is a
conventional space to ground link
allowing a specific nanosat to send data
to mission control. The use of a tracking
dish on the ground allows a relatively
small spacecraft transmitter to close the
link and support reasonable data rates
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over the ground station pass duration.
Finally, the cross-link represents an
innovative
way
of
allowing
communication to occur whenever the
orbital alignment of the nanosat to the
relay satellite is favorable to closing the
link.
In the EDSN network swarm, all
satellites have the same cross-link and
downlink capabilities. The network can
be reconfigured on the fly for fault
tolerance and to take advantage of
serendipitous and fleeting comm.
visibility between satellites or between
any given satellite and the ground
station.

selection of transceivers for this purpose.
The Microhard Systems Inc. MHX2420
transceiver was successfully used for
Space-to-Ground (S2G) links during the
O/OREOS nanosat mission and was
chosen on the basis of cost and also on
the capability of the Santa Clara
University ground station team. The
overall cost constraints on the mission
prevented the use of expensive
commercial ground station services such
as DSN or NEN and pushed the project
into the direction of using dedicated
ground stations staffed by graduate
students.

Data flow management is complex in
such
multi-way
systems.
Two
mechanisms can be used to address this
scalability issue, the use of wireless
network Media Access Control (MAC)
techniques for connection management
and the use of Delay Tolerant
Networking (DTN) methods for data
flow management. Both techniques
operate at the local level to automate
these critical functions in a way that
manages the complexity of these two
functions. The methods are completely
scalable because they are both resident
on each and every nanosat. Therefore
these functions scale in the same way
that as the number of nanosats in the
cluster.
For EDSN, the communication solution
needed to be very low-cost and consume
very little power when active. The need
for two independent communications
capabilities,
the
traditional
uplink/downlink to dedicated ground
stations during communications passes
plus the new Intra-swarm link allowing
communications between EDSN Sats
within the swarm, further constrained the

The Microhard MHX2420 is a radio
modem operating in the Instrumentation,
Science and Measurement (ISM)
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unlicensed frequency band set aside for
consumer wireless LANs and other noncritical purposes. The ISM 2.4 GHz band
is also over-utilized, leading to potential
radio interference issues. This ISM band
requires the use of spread-spectrum
radio techniques to mitigate these radio
interference issues. The MHX2420
implements Frequency Hopping SpreadSpectrum (FHSS), where the data is
encoded into narrow channels within the
2.4 to 2.485 GHz range, hopping every
few hundreds of milliseconds to another
channel using a pre-defined hopping
sequence. The transceiver was designed
for use terrestrially at distances of up to
50 Km and data rates of about 172 Kbps.
Its use for Intra-swarm communications
will conform to this range, but its use for
S2G communications greatly exceeds
the prescribed range.
All S2G communication uses a dish on
the ground to provide the gain required
for small transmitters to be used onboard the spacecraft. The SCU ground
network uses 3m dishes located in
California, with backup dishes available
in other states. The use of these dishes
enables a one-watt transmitter and Omni
directional antenna aboard the EDSN Sat
to communicate at distances in excess of
500 Km. Data rates are expected to be
20-40 Kbps.
c) EDSN Low-Cost Solution
EDSN swarm is affordable because:
•

design and development approach is
streamlined

•

satellite component costs are based
on
consumer-grade
COTS
components and build on the
PhoneSat experience
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•

assembly, integration and test is
approached with an eye on
affordability

•

the entire swarm will be launched on
one ride-share launch vehicle

•

and finally, the communications and
concept of operations is based on a
time-saving technique of dataaggregation and downlink via an ad
hoc network.

Fig 3. Based on Low-Cost PhoneSat,
Capable EDSN Bus Reserves Nearly
.5U Volume For Science Payload
The EDSN mission is being developed
in compliance with the NASA policies
for spacecraft – including the NASA
Space Flight Program and Project
Management Requirements (NID 712097) and the NASA Systems Engineering
Processes and Requirements. To ensure
a streamlined development cycle and
low production and operating costs, the
NASA engineering processes have been
tailored for appropriate scaling and
application to the development of the
ESDN satellite swarm. EDSN fleet of
spacecraft is being developed in less
than two years and will be completed,
including operations phase, for under
$11M dollars. To put this in perspective
typical NASA science missions can
easily cost 10 to 100 times that amount.
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With the availability of increasingly
capable commercially components, the
cost to produce the actual spacecraft
itself is shrinking when plotted against
capability and spacecraft function. This
trend enables the mission team to focus
more of the project and mission
resources on the payload or science
instrument and related data generated,
resulting in a higher return on
investment. This feature is especially
significant in this era of ever shrinking
budgets available to perform space
missions.
EDSN intends to use
commercially available components to
the extent possible in order to evaluate
their usefulness and applicability for use
in space missions and applications in
order to reduce costs significantly.
Building on the NASA Ames PhoneSat
1.0 and 2.0 experience, EDSN uses a
combination of commercial components
combined with spacecraft components
with flight heritage (such as the
MicroHard MHX 2420 transceiver that
flew on the NASA Ames O/OREOS
mission, etc). This approach avoids the
need for component screening and
component level testing. This allows the
EDSN team to test and flight qualify the
spacecraft at the integrated system level,
saving both development time and cost.
In addition, due to their smaller size and
mass, small spacecraft can be launched
at reasonable costs as a rideshare
payload along with other spacecraft.

d) EDSN Science Demonstration
To demonstrate the utility of the EDSN
swarm as a platform for multipoint space
weather measurements, NASA selected
(through a competitive procurement
process) the Montana Statue University
Energetic Particle Integrating Space
Environment
Monitor
(EPISEM)
payload.
The EPISEM Principal
Investigator is Dr. D. M. Klumpar, of the
Space
Science
and
Engineering
Laboratory in the Department of Physics
at Montana State University.
The EPISEM payload is a space physics
instrument for EDSN that provides for
multipoint space physics measurements
within size, weight, and power budgets
allocated to the payload. It complements
the EDSN technology demonstration by
providing
penetrating
radiation
measurements on each spacecraft for
correlation with and analysis of any
single event upsets or radiation-induced
latch-ups that might occur in the
spacecraft controller or other bus
subsystems.
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) is not generally
regarded as a particularly important
radiation environment, yet human
operations in this environment require
accurate models that can lead to the
capability to forecast this dynamic
radiation environment. Thus direct
measurements of LEO energetic particle
particles provide necessary inputs to the
development of accurate models.

The ground station timesaving afforded
by cross-communication of spacecraft
and science data on orbit before downlinking, and other cost saving
considerations of operations will be
discussed in a later section.

Multipoint measurements of the
penetrating radiation environment to be
provided by the EPISEM detectors in
Low Earth Orbit will provide
characterization
of
the
spatial
distribution and temporal variability of
penetrating electrons and high-energy
protons. The co-temporally measured
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spatial distribution of energetic charged
particles across the evolving dimensions
of the EDSN array will provide first
measurements of spatial coherence. In
addition, temporal variations between
successive
measurements
will
characterize intensity variations of more
than an order of magnitude that are
known to occur in the radiation field
FLIGHT PHASE

altitude reaches of the inner radiation
belts.
At
some
longitudes
40-degree
inclination satellites will measure
electron precipitation out of the “slot”
region (the region between the electron
dominated outer Van Allen Belt, and the
proton dominated Inner Belt). If the

PURPOSE

KEY OPS CONCERNS/TASKS

1. Swarm
Characterization

Characterize swarm:
• Health, status, OD, and flight dynamics
• Intra-swarm and Space to Ground
com link performance (Beacon, uHard)
• Spacecraft executive schedule, table,
task and systems management (onboard Apps and Services.

• Manage simultaneous dynamic information from all 14
spacecraft.
• Perform OD and model the spacecraft and swarm relative
and absolute orbital properties using on-board GPS
• Establish first space-to-ground com. links
• Update on-board plans, schedules and tasks.
• Establish first intra-cluster and intra-swarm com. links (with
necessary spacecraft pointing).
• Perform body rate, AC, and AD assessment

2. Intra-Swarm
Communications
Characterization
and Optimization

• Characterize the intra swarm
communications capability, and
validate data migration strategies.
• Optimize overall swarm
communications performance and
aggregate data migration rate

• Plan and execute simultaneous communications events for
the clusters
- Plan and track (OD and 3-D relationships between
Space craft)
- Perform necessary pointing
- Account for necessary power management
• Manage on-board schedules and tasks to optimize aggregate
data migration rates.
• Verify and report performance

3. Payload Data
Collection

• Perform Payload Data Acquisition and
deliver the data to the ground.

• Manage the swarm to data collection orientation and position.
• Acquire and migrate the data to ground using minimal
ground to spacecraft (point to point) com. events.
• Document the performance

over periods as short as minutes to
hours. Together the ability to
characterize both spatial and temporal
variations
allows
spatial-temporal
variations to be unraveled. The expected
outcome would be a worldwide, lowlatitude radiation map. Customary
measures of solar activity, such as sunspot number, flares, or CME’s are poor
predictors of the radiation environment
above
the
atmosphere.
Even
geomagnetic storm activity is an
unreliable indicator of the penetrating
radiation intensity. Thus, the EPISEM
payload will measure in-situ radiation
intensity instantaneously at the location
of each spacecraft.
For inclinations around 40 degrees, the
satellites will respond to loss and locally
mirroring protons as they ply the lowCockrell

satellites are launched into 70° or higher
inclination orbits they will pass through
the low-altitude horns of the outer
radiation belt as well.
IV. ACHIEVING MISSION GOALS
WITH EFFICIENT OPERATIONS
The challenges of spacecraft operations monitoring,
commanding
and
communicating - are multiplied with the
numbers of a swarm.
Using
conventional command and data
acquisition approaches would be cost
prohibitive. EDSN will develop and
demonstrate an suite of ground
operations software tools for quickly
acquiring
comm.
signals
and
communicating
with
the
data
aggregators of each swarm cluster for
highly efficient operations.
The
approach also relies on coorperative,
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autonomous operations schedules in
each spacecraft on orbit.
Due to power constraints from the
EDSN
bus,
the
communication
transceiver is only turned on for
scheduled
Space-to-Ground
(S2G)
passes and for scheduled Intra-swarm

communication intervals. Furthermore,
these passes are only executed if
sufficient power margin is available on
the designated EDSN. This makes
communication
pass
scheduling
intimately tied in with spacecraft power
management.
The Mission Planning System (MPS) is
the core of the ground-based capability
that produces the schedules and
command sets for providing autonomous
Intra-swarm communications and for
managing the S2G passes. The MPS
provides orbital simulation provided by
Cockrell

the Satellite Toolkit (STK) product from
AGI. Actual trajectory and position
values derived from the on-board GPS is
used to drive the orbital simulation,
keeping it very close to what is
occurring on-orbit. Time is synchronized
between EDSN satellites using the GPS
time clock. For obvious reasons,

autonomous,
scheduled
operation
requires good clock synchronization.
The pass and cross-link opportunities
and durations as well as any required
attitude adjustments will all fed into a
swarm management ground software
tool, where they are merged with the
power
management
and
data
management planning results. The
merged products are a set of low-level
commands to be executed by the
spacecraft at the times set by the
schedule.
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During the next few pass opportunities,
these scheduled sequences are uploaded
to the Swarm, with the MPS keeping
track of which spacecraft contains which
exact schedule.
Because operations time is at a premium,
an operations strategy of sequencing
operations phases based on mission
priorities will be the approach:

V. PUBLICATION OF RESULTS
In addition to providing the necessary
information for technology adopters to
integrate the knowledge gained during
the EDSN mission, NASA SSTP also
plans to publish the results of the EDSN
mission demonstration in appropriate
technical venues.

- Perform Mission Phases in Order of
Priority:
1) Swarm Characterization
2)

Intra-Swarm Communications
Characterization
and
Optimization

3) Payload Data Collection
- Performing Minimum Success tasks
first, then repeating or expanding scope
as needed, to achieve Full Success
VI.
MILESTONES FOR EDSN
DEVELOPMENT
AND
OPERATION
EDSN System Requirements Review
(SRR) was conducted in May, 2012.
Following the remainder of the
approximately 15-month development
and test activities is the anticipated
August 2013 shipment to the launch
vehicle integration facilities, so the flight
hardware is ready for launch in
September 2013. Operations phase is
planned to be 60 days.

Operations
(60Days)
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